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After many, many years of waiting,

Roland has finally added a few more
parts to its entry-level V-Piano line.
With its Chord-Around-the-Keyboard
feature, it makes practicing easy --

whenever you want. And that means
you can practice anywhere. Try the

Chord-Around-the-Keyboard mode in
the piano classroom; use it during

exams and performances; take
advantage of the compact pack-ins;
and even use it when you're in your
car! Note: it must be plugged into

mains power -- sold separately in the
Roland V-Piano Head unit. Custom

Colors, Materials and Finishes Since
the mid-1990s, Roland has worked to
increase the diversity of our product

line. Now, we've taken it one step
further: you can customize the colors
and finishes of your Roland V-Piano.
The Custom Colors feature gives you
the freedom to choose from a variety

of bright, vibrant colors such as
yellow, sky blue, red, green and
more. In addition, there are 16

beautiful wood finishes available,
from black to semi-gloss and cherry
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to oak. You can choose them from
the drop-down menus on the Roland

V-Piano''s main screen. Upgraded
Sound Paths The new Roland V-

Piano's sound path has been
upgraded to improve the

responsiveness of the sound during
performance. The front lid is spring-
loaded, letting you easily adjust the
tilt, and there's an improved sound
reinforcement speaker which has a
wide frequency response. The large

radiator cooling fan has been
improved too, working faster than
ever. Note: This V-Piano must be

purchased with the Roland MIDI Unit,
Roland V-Piano sound
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